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DFA MANUAL - CRITERIA

A print-based manual was developed as a support to allow designers ap-
plying DfA concepts in design practice. Its content focuses in particular on 
“haptic design”. The manual is designed on four criteria for transferring DfA 
information, defined after carried out a literature review. 

MANUAL’S ASSESSMENT 

HOW communicate/representation method
Graphics are suggested as the most suitable way of transferring DfA information, 
to better understand their meaning. Illustrations for design indications, while 
pictures of case studies at the end of each chapter.  

WHERE organize/built environment
Design indications need to be contextualized specifying where the users’ needs 
occur in the built environment as confident reference for the architect. Each 
chapter represents an architectural element (ex. parking, paths, toilets, etc.).

WHY understand/users’ needs
Information about users’ needs should be provided to introduce the reader at 
the reasons for design indications. They are divided according to the three main 
needs/goals (move, guide, rest), defined in terms of haptic design.

WHAT use/descriptive information
Design indications are provided as advice together with information to enable 
their full comprehension, rather than as isolated rules that impose what do to. 
They refer to case studies and legislation that designers need to be aware of.

The manual has been used and tested by architecture and physio-therapy 
students during a four days workshop that took place at the UDweek 2016 
in Hasselt university (Belgium), from October 10th to 13th.  The aim of the 
workshop was to make a square of the city accessible and inclusive for diffe-
rent users, the manual was used as integral support by students. Assessment 
methods used: observation, multiple-choice questions during the workshop, 
email interview questions.     

Fig.1 Example of design indication organization in the manual. 

Fig.2 Sample of one page of the manual focusing on design indications about Paths. 

The four criteria of DfA knowledge transfer that the manual is developed can be updated according to the new knowledge learned from the 
manual application and evaluation. 

DESIGN FOR ALL KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER CRITERIA

ASSESSMENT’S FINDINGS

INTERACTION

The interaction between 
the content of the tool 
and the users should be 
allowed through the pos-
sibility to update informa-
tion, by a quick and easy 
format, and effective 
visual representation.

FLEXIBILITY

Arrange information in 
relation to outside and 
inside public space, consi-
dering the different archi-
tectural elements in a 
flexible way. 
Users can choose infor-
mation without a strict 
organization, but through 
different options. 

PLURALITY OF INFO

Manage a plurality of 
information, such as 
design guidelines, infor-
mation about users’ 
needs, case studies, refe-
rence to legislation, and 
technical information on 
dimension and materials.

INSPIRATION

Creating empathy and 
inspiration based on 
users’ goals and needs 
through detailed informa-
tion both on the reasons 
design guidelines are pro-
vided and on specific 
user’s characteristics.

The use of the four criteria to develop a manual that transfer DfA knowledge can be considerate an appropriate mean to develop 
tools to support designers. However, to be more effective, some characteristics of the criteria need to be improved with new featu-
res, such as interaction, flexibility, inspiration and plurality of information. 

One option for further research could be to shift to the usage of an interactive and web-based smart tool, that may satisfy the new 
requirements of the discussed criteria. 

This study represents just the beginnings to assessing the tool created and that further testing with other groups of practicing archi-
tects or students  is required to truly understand it’s use.

MANUAL’S WEAKNESSES 

Fixed and strict structure to choose information.

MANUAL’S STRENGTHSCRITERIA

HOW

WHERE

WHY

WHAT

Associate parameters to the indications facilitate their 
comprehension.

Topics divided into architectural elements to orientate 
the consultation.

Design indications divided by needs/goals (move, guide, 
rest) create more insights and allow to understand why 
they are provided.

Illustrations, pictures and symbols capture the attention 
and help in text comprehension.

Information can’t be updated through a print-based manual.
Problems with the layout’s organization of pictures, symbols, and 
text. 

More information about the users’ needs are required to create 
more insights.

Design indications are still prescriptive and not detailed enough 
regarding technical information as measurements and materials.
Difficulty in managing a wide quantity of information. 


